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• 10,000’ View

• Stock or asset acquisition ?
• 336(e) changed the game

• Transaction Fundamentals of IRC§ 338
•
•
•
•

A tale of “Three Elections”
338(g) Regular Election
338(h)(10) Election
336(e) Election (our focus here)

• Historical perspective

• Statutes and regulations
• How we got to the 336(e) Election – 27 years later

• Key calculations under the various Elections

• Sales price and basis step-up calculations
• How “different” (or not) is the 336(e) Election ?
• Valuation issues
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• Election and reporting mechanics
•
•
•

Comparison of Regular and (h)(10) Election with 336(e) Election
Relative complexity of 336(e) Election
Forms 8023 and 8883

• Qualifying purchases and distributions – “QSD” and “QSP” - a closer look
• Particular planning/problem areas –
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anti-churn
Consistency rules
Multiple Ps; multiple Os
T liabilities
SCorp election viability
Installment sales
Non-selling SCorp shareholders

• Foreign aspects of the Elections
• State law issues and pitfalls
• Identifying the appropriate transaction
• Alternative transactions where Elections not available (subchapter K)
• Examples
• Relevant recent tax law (TCJA) changes – increased value of deemed or actual asset
purchases
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• Question one: Asset or stock purchase ?
• Stock acquisition is often preferred over asset sale

• Simpler to structure
• Faster to go to closing
• Avoids transfer of difficult (or impossible) to transfer assets
• Especially helpful for intangible rights such as contract rights with customers
or vendors, and license rights
• Avoids transfer of numerous titled assets

• But – Stock sale has major tax cost – no basis step-up in
underlying assets, unless the Elections are available
• And - Stock sale has non-tax costs

• Historical liabilities of T are transferred to P
• Due diligence can only go so far -- always somewhat uncertain as to
“unknown” liabilities
• Indemnities, warranties, representations, and escrows may not be of
adequate comfort
• Note: Even in asset sales some liabilities might attach and transfer
to purchaser (bulk sale statutes)
Copyright 2018 ‐ Phillips Golden LLP
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Question Two: If stock purchase is desired (required) can Elections be used?
• Without Election:
• No effect on underlying tax basis of T’s assets – carry-over
• Underlying liabilities, including tax liabilities, are ignored for purchase price
determination
• Target’s other tax attributes carry-over but possibly limited (see IRC§ 382 regarding net
operating losses)
• Seller’s gain/loss amount and character is determined by comparison of EI (stock) tax
basis with purchase price

• With Election:
• Treated as acquisition of underlying T’s assets
• Basis is adjusted (up or down) in all assets – additional tax due but additional
depreciation or amortization is available
• T’s liabilities become part of deemed asset purchase price
• Tax attributes are cleansed, or at least remain with O if T is consolidated
• Gain/loss on the actual (“state law”) stock sale is ignored (except in Regular Election
case)
•
•

Seller treated consistent with asset sale (seller or seller shareholders generally recognize
gain/loss)
However, under Regular Election seller of T treated according to form
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• The Elections can provide best of all worlds
• Simplicity of stock transfer
• Benefit of asset tax basis step-up

• Are the Elections available ?

• Depends on type of P, type of O, nature and timing of the EI
acquisition
• But - 336(e) Election vastly expands class of Ps for which Election
available

• However, elect only after careful due diligence and
evaluation

Many complexities; several interrelated tax law provisions
State tax law issues may complicate matters
S corporation Ts present unique challenges
Anti-churn and consistency rules – must scrutinize prior
transactions between O and T and their affiliates
• Consider whether there are foreign subsidiaries of T; or whether T
itself is foreign corporation
•
•
•
•
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Key determinations:
• Whether additional tax of O, created by Election, is less than
value of increased tax basis step-up to P
• If more, is P willing to pay a “gross-up” to O to make them
whole; if so, how much?
• Will step-up in basis be allocated to short-lived assets
(machinery), or long-lived (goodwill), or very long-lived (real
estate improvements)
• O will have different tax results/burden compared to stock sale
because:
• Basis differential between EI and underlying assets
• Gain character differences

• EI sale is all capital gain (consider, however, foreign corporation that is T)
• BUT - Asset sale usually creates at least some (maybe significant) ordinary
income
• Cash basis receivables
• Depreciation recapture; inventory)

• Capital gain usually irrelevant to regular “C” corporation O (but consider
foreign corporation target – IRC§ 1248)
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• Classic (but now rare) IRC§ 338(g) Election (“Regular
Election”):
• A taxable purchase of at least 80% of the vote and value of a T’s
stock or other EI
• Such purchase of EI must be a qualified stock purchase (“QSP”)
• At least 80% of vote and value
• Within 12 months – the acquisition period (“AP”)

• P must be:
• Regular federal tax corporation (“CCorp”) or
• FTC electing “S” corporation status (“SCorp”)

• Must be only a single P (no multiple Ps) except for affiliated group
• T us treated as free-standing CCorp (as of AD if consolidated)
• In case of FCT-S as T, if S Corp Regular Election made, gain
reported on one day CCorp return
• O can be anyone foreign or domestic
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• Effects:
• Old T deemed to sell its assets to fictional New T (a
“deemed asset purchase” or “DAP”)
• Sell deemed to occur at close of AD
• Old T liquidates
• New T takes fair value basis in assets on day after AD (a
basis adjustment transaction or “BAT”)
• P ends up as O of New T
• The selling FTC (“Parent”) or other Owner (“O”) still taxed as
if a stock sale (according to form)
• New T bears tax resulting from the DAP
• New T is a continuation of Old T for certain purposes
• EIN
• Benefit plans
• Payroll taxes
Copyright 2018 ‐ Phillips Golden LLP
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• IRC§ 338(h)(10) - more common since Tax
Reform Act of 1986 (“(h)(10) Election”)
• An acquisition by P of the EI of a T where:
• P is a CCorp or SCorp
• must be a single party (no multiple Ps)
• Except, affiliated CCorps count as single P

• T must be either:
• An CCorp that is an affiliated subsidiary of FTC; or
• An SCorp

• The acquisition qualifies as a QSP (at least 80% EI
acquired within the AP)
and, in either case,
• An election under IRC§ 338(h)(10) is properly made
Copyright 2018 ‐ Phillips Golden LLP
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• Effects
•
•
•
•

Old T deemed to sell assets to New T (a DAP) at close of AD
Old T liquidates into hands of Parent or O
New T takes FV tax basis in assets (a BAT) on day after AD
Parent/O taxed in same manner as if assets were actually
sold and sale gain/loss is recognized by:
• Old T if non-consolidated but affiliated
• Parent, if consolidated; or
• O’s shareholders if T is SCorp

• Sale of T’s EI by O is disregarded

• Takeaways
• Much more useful than Regular Election
• But, P must be FTC (no non-FTC Ps)
Copyright 2018 ‐ Phillips Golden LLP
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• IRC§ 336(e) Election
• Relatively new – game changer (see relatively recent authorizing regulations)
• “Flips” the analysis and looks at the “disposition” of the EI
• Introduces the term “qualifying stock disposition” (“QSD”)

• What is a QSD?
• A taxable sale or certain taxable distributions by Parent or O of at least 80%
of vote and value of T’s EI
• Must occur within the disposition period (“DP”) (same as AP)
• The type of distribution must be taxable transaction – cannot be tax-free

• What type of T ?
• Can be an affiliated or consolidated CCorp, or
• Can be SCorp

• What type of P ?
• Can be virtually any type of taxpayer
• Individuals
• FTC or non-FTC, including a federal tax partnership (“Pshp”), and individuals

• There can be multiple Ps and a combination of different types

• What type of O? – must be domestic FTC
Copyright 2018 ‐ Phillips Golden LLP
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• Effects
• Old T deemed to sell assets to New T (a DAP) on close of AD
• Old T deemed to liquidate into Parent or O’s hands
• New T takes FV tax basis assets (a BAT) on day after AD; P owns
New T
• O is deemed to purchase EI of new T and distribute to Os
shareholders
• O taxed in same manner as if T’s assets were sold:
• If T is affiliated CCorp - Old T recognizes gain/loss
• If T is consolidated CCorp – Parent group recognizes gain/loss
• If T is SCorp - O recognizes gain/loss (as a SCorp shareholder under
pass through rules)

• Some differences:
• Technically no liquidation where the QSD is a distribution that IRC§
355(d)(2) or (e)(2) applies to
• Instead, treated as a “sale to self”= T is not treated as liquidating
• No losses recognized by T where QSD occurs by way of distribution of EI
Copyright 2018 ‐ Phillips Golden LLP
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• Takeaways
• Significantly expands the universe of DAP transactions
due to expansion of type of Ps
• Essentially like an (h)(10) Election
• IF, however, (h)(10) Election is also available, (h)(10)
Election must be made (if DAP desired)
• Sale of T’s EI by Parent or other O is disregarded
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• Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982
• IRC§ 338 enacted
• Limited to a FTC purchased out of an affiliated group
• Eliminated the IRC§ 334 BAT, which required liquidation of T within 12 months

• Under General Utilities doctrine, only limited gain was recognized at
corporate level upon liquidation (such as depreciation recapture)
• Regular Election frequently was viable due to limited gain recognition

• Technical Corrections Act of 1982
• IRC§ 338(h)(10) (actually (h)(9) enacted).
• Essentially allowed the tax burden to be allocated to Parent of a consolidated
group instead of borne by T

• Tax Reform Act of 1986 – General Utilities repeal
• Everything changed – full recognition of gain on liquidation of FTC became
the “rule”
• IRC§ 338(g) became a rare bird – not typically economical
• IRC§ 338(h)(10) became the election de jour
• IRC§ 336(e) was enacted at the same time (but no enabling regulations until
2013)
• Purpose was to expand (h)(10) Election relief in additional circumstances
• That is, avoid multiple taxation of same economic gain (sale of appreciated stock
without basis step-up in assets)
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Four key regulatory releases since 1986 have further
expanded the (h)(10) Elections and introduced 336(e)
Election
• TD 8072 – January 29, 1986

• Established the now-familiar residual method of allocating tax
basis under IRC§ 338
• IRC§ 1060 relies on these regulations, as since amended.

• TD 8515 – January 20, 1994

• General rework of the IRC§ 338 regulations
• (h)(10) Election was expanded to include Ts that are SCorp
• Retroactive election available for transactions as early as January
14, 1992

• TD 8940 - February 13, 2001

• Reorganization of then current IRC§ 338 Regulations
• Conformed IRC§1060 transactions to IRC§ 338
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Finally, enabling regulations under IRC§ 336(e)
• TD 9619 - May 10, 2013
• Effective for dispositions on or after May 15, 2015

• Prior to regulations, IRS position was that 336(e) Election was
NOT available (CCA 20109013)
• A strange world – a newly effective statute 27 years after initial
enactment

• SCorp Ts allowed - proposed regulations did not originally
include
• Consider whether regulations are valid:
• IRC§ 336(e) says it applies where “a corporation owns stock of
another corporation…” – which can never exist in the case of an
SCorp (??)
• Are we comfortable with regulations contrary to clear statute ?

• Principles of IRC§ 338 and regulations apply to extent
not inconsistent, apply for purposes of 336(e)Election
Copyright 2018 ‐ Phillips Golden LLP
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336(e) Election

(h)(10) Election

• Election by O and T, also
agreement
• Election by first return of
O and T
• Related person rules of
IRC§ 318(a) apply but
not between partners
and partnerships with
less than 5% ownership
• Creeping disposition is
broader as does not
require affiliated or
consolidated group on
disposition date

• Election by Seller and
Purchaser
• Election within 8.5
months of AD
• Related person rules of
IRC§ 318(a) apply, no
modification
• Creeping acquisition is
narrower as T must
actually be affiliated on
the acquisition date
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• Gain and loss must be calculated on Old T deemed sale of asset
• A sales price must be calculated
• The price paid by P for the EI is only the beginning point

• Adjusted Deemed Sales Price (“ADSP”) must be calculated
• ADSP = G + L + TR(ADSP-B) less O’s selling expenses:
• G – The gross-upped amount realized by O from sale of RPS, where G is:
• Amount realized on sale of RPS (disregard installment and O’s sale costs)
divided by
• percentage of old T represented by RPS (% based on value of T as of AD)
• L – The non-tax liabilities of T except tax liabilities (see next component)

• TR – Tax rate applicable to T

• Contingent purchase price
• Only taken into account when fixed and determinable under relevant law
• Applicable for all Elections and ADSP/AGUB calculations

• Takeaways:
• Even though some T stock is not sold, ADSP grosses-up sales price to deem all assets
to have been sold at value implied from gross-up of purchase price of RPS
• Under Regular Election, the formula is circular or self-referential due to tax calculation TR(ADSP-B)
• Consider additional complexities (circularity) if T must pay state income taxes; further, if
T operates in several states
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• ADSP in (h)(10) Election is same as for Regular Election
• However:

• Where T is a consolidated subsidiary or SCorp, the tax liability of
Old T is borne by Parent or O, thus:
• That part of calculation equals zero from federal tax perspective and
• The ADSP formula is not circular or self-referential (ADSP-B)

• Exception: If T is in state that ignores (h)(10) Election but
recognizes Regular Election
• T could be liable for state taxes
• Thus, formula becomes circular again (T bears the state tax)

• Takeaways:

• New T, even though not directly liable for (h)(10) Election federal
tax, remains jointly & severally liable for consolidated group taxes
attributable to any years it was consolidated
• Thus, be aware of relevant warranties and indemnities in the EPA
• Due diligence in an EI acquisition must evaluate all potential
liabilities, including this and other tax liabilities
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• Essentially the same as ADSP for (h)(10) Election
(Os bear tax)
• However, nomenclature changes:
• ADADP - aggregate deemed asset disposition price
(instead of ADSP)
• RDS – focus is on recently disposed stock (instead of
RPS)
• Non-RDS – focus is on non-recently disposed stock
(instead of non-RPS)
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Basis of assets in New T’s hands - AGUB - must be calculated and
allocated to specific assets
• AGUB – Adjusted Grossed Up Basis expressed as formula:
• AGUB = G + Non-RPS (non-RDS) Cost Basis + L + OI where:
• G = P’s grossed-up basis in T’s RPS (RDS), calculated as
• P’s basis in RPS (RDS) less P’s cost of purchase of such EI
divided by
• % of T represented by RPS (RDS) plus % of EI still held by third-parties (non-selling Os)
(compare ADSP that does not add in this latter element)

• Non-RPS (RDS) Cost Basis = P’s cost basis in non-RPS (RDS)
• L = New T’s liabilities (including tax liabilities, if any (e.g. state tax))
• OI = Other relevant items including P’s acquisition costs for RPS (RDS)

• Takeaways:
• Calculation of G considers RPS (RDS) and T’s stock still held by third parties
• Compare calculation of ADSP or ADADP where such third-party held EI is NOT
considered.
• Why ?
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• Non-RPS and Non-RDS and gain recognition

• Means EI acquired outside of the AP or DP
• There are rules that may require or allow, by election, the
basis of such EI to be stepped up

• 336(e) Election regulations follow principles for gain
recognition elections under Regular and (h)(10)
Elections

• Gain recognition election is available for Non-RPS and NonRDS
• Automatic gain recognition election for a P that owns 80%
of T
• Any other P must actually make the election
• Only gains are recognized, unreduced by losses
• Only applies to Ps that own at least 10% of T EI on the DD
• If a gain recognition election is not made for Non-RDS, the
P retains its cost basis in that EI
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• If the P makes or is deemed to make the election,
it is deemed to sell that EI (and take a basis in EI)
equal to the “basis amount”
• The basis amount equals A x (B/C), where:
• A = The P’s basis in T’s EI that is RDS on the day after
the DD
• B = The percentage of the T’s EI held by P that is NonRDS (by value determined on the DD), and
• C = The percentage of the P’s T EI that is RDS (by
value determined on the disposition date)
• Consider: If a P owns none of T’s EI that is RDS, but is
required to make the election because a P that is a
related person makes (or is deemed to make) the
election.
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• Basic rules:
• Allocation made according to seven asset classes (Regs.
Sec. 1.338-6)
• A top-down approach – residual allocation method

• Comparison to IRC§ 1060
• Applies to an outright acquisition of assets constituting
trade or business
• Requires an allocation of the purchase price in accordance
with and by reference to the IRC§ 338 regulations
• Regulations some time ago removed any prior-law
nonconformity between IRC§ 1060 and IRC§ 338

• Form 8883, Asset Allocation Statement Under
Section 338 is utilized to report asset basis allocation
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• Class I: Cash and cash-like items
• Class II: Actively traded personal property such as U.S.
government treasuries and publicly traded stock. Class II
does not generally include stock of T subsidiary affiliates
• Class III: Assets that are marked to market at least annually
for federal income tax purposes and debt instruments,
including accounts receivable.
• Class IV: Stock in trade or other property properly included
in T’s inventory
• Class V: All assets other than assets in the other classes,
including the stock of target affiliates.
• Class VI: IRC§ 197 intangibles, other than goodwill and
going-concern value.
• Class VII: Goodwill and going-concern value (whether or not
the goodwill or going-concern value qualifies as a IRC§ 197
intangible).
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• Competing interests:
• P will pressure to allocate to short-lived assets that
qualify for IRC§ 179 and 168 expensing/bonus
depreciation
• O will not prefer those short-lived assets due to
depreciation recapture (ordinary income if non CCorp)

• Parties agreement generally controlling
• Form 8883 sets out the allocations
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• Regular Election

• Election made and filed by P only (O or Parent not affected)

• (h)(10) Election

• Election made jointly by P and the selling O or Parent
• If T is SCorp, then all Os of T must join

• 336(e) Election - Generally

• If qualifying EI acquisitive transaction
• Election made by Parent-O if T is a CCorp (both Parent-O and T if not
consolidated)
• If T is an SCorp, selling and non-selling Os must join election

• If QSD is a qualifying distributing transaction the distributing Parent
makes election

• Takeaway:

• See Form 8023 promulgated for Elections (but form not amended for
336(e) Election yet
• Relevant regulations require variety of agreements pertaining to
election
• Consider EPA provisions requiring cooperation, execution
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• Regular and (h)(10) Election - must be made by
15th day of 9th month following AD
• But, 336(e) Election is different - must generally
be filed with T’s tax return for the year of the QSD
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• Election must be made by 15th day of 9th month following AD
• Complete and file IRS Forms 8023 and 8883
• Generous automatic extension and relief from late filing is automatically
allowed pursuant to Regs. Sec. 301.9100-2 and Rev. Proc. 2003-33 if:
•
No affected person has filed inconsistently with the Election; or any
such filing will be amended.
•
Either:
•
Reliance on tax professional who was aware of facts but failed to
make Election or advise parties; OR
•
IRS has not discovered the failure
•
Form 8023 is used to request extension
•
Requires statement under perjury as to required representations
by all relevant filers
•
Includes selling and non-selling Os where T is an SCorp
• Nonautomatic relief available via private letter ruling under Regs. Sec.
301.9100-3 (2018 user fee is $10,000.00)
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• Election is made by Parent and T
• Due date corresponds to the due date for the Parent
group’s return for the taxable year that includes the DD
• Parent and T enter into a written, binding agreement to
make the 336(e) Election
• Parent of (or other selling member of the group) attaches
an election statement to its return for the taxable year
that includes the DD
• EPA and other transaction documents should address
mechanics and each party’s responsibilities to provide
relevant information
• If tiered Ts, election requirements satisfied separately for
each subsidiary T
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• Election is made by Parent and T
• Due date is the earlier of the due date for Parent’s or
T’s return for the taxable year that includes the DD
• Parent and T enter into a written, binding agreement
to make the 336(e) Election
• Parent and T each attach an election statement to its
return for the taxable year that includes the DD
• EPA and other transaction documents should address
mechanics and each party’s responsibilities to
provide relevant information
• If tiered Ts, election requirements satisfied separately
for each subsidiary T
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• Election is made by the SCorp T joined by
• All the Os
• Including Os that do not dispose of stock in the QSD

• SCorp T and all of its Os must enter into a written, binding
agreement to make the 336(e) Election
• Consider provisions in relevant shareholder or other agreement
to require this if approved by certain proportion of Os
• Consider power of attorney for executive to act for recalcitrant O

• SCorp T attaches an election statement to its return for
the taxable year that includes the DD
• Transaction documents should address mechanics and
each party’s responsibilities to provide relevant
information
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• Significant amount of information required –
more than in Regular or (h)(10) Election
• Basic information and requirements:
•
•

•

IRS Form 8883 (same as (h)(10) Election)
Election statement
•
Must contain the following language: THIS IS AN ELECTION
UNDER SECTION 336(e) TO TREAT THE DISPOSITION OF THE
STOCK OF [T and EIN of T] AS A DEEMED SALE OF SUCH
CORPORATION'S ASSETS
•
Must be consented to by written binding agreement of T and all
O's
•
Must also identify all O's (whether SCorp Os or consolidated group
members) who dispose of or retain T stock
The foregoing must be submitted with the federal income tax return of
T on or before the return due date (including extensions)
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• Additional requirements under the IRC 336(e)
regulations include, among other things:
• Name, address, EIN, and state of incorporation of all
Os, T, all Ps, any corporate parent, and any P holding
non-RDS
• Disposition date for QSD
• Percent of T EI disposed of and retained by each P
• Statement of whether T realized net loss on DAP
• Any O making a gain realization election under Treas.
Regs. 1.336-4(c) (due to having Non-RDS)
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• Generous automatic extension and relief from late filing is
allowed pursuant to Regs. Sec. 9100-3 and Rev. Proc.
2003-33 but only if:
• No affected person has filed inconsistently with the Election; or
any such filing will be amended, and
• Either:

• Reliance on tax professional who was aware of facts but failed to make
Election or advise parties
OR
• IRS has not discovered the failure

• Form 8023 is used to request extension

• Requires statement under perjury as to required representations by all
relevant filers
• Includes selling and non-selling Os where T is an SCorp

• If automatic relief not available

• Discretionary relief available via private letter ruling in
accordance with Regs. Sec. 301.9100-3
• User fee is $10,000 for 2018 – that’s before lawyer fees start
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Treasury is considering making 336(e) Election
available in other situations:
• Where T is foreign corporation
• In other corporate reorganization transactions such as
IRC§ 351 corporation formative transactions
• This will ease situations where managers/insiders desire to
roll-over and retain interests in the ongoing New T on tax-free
basis
• For example, if their interests exceed 20%, 336(e) Election
not currently available
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• Includes only EI acquired in single or series of taxable
transaction
• 80% or more of EI must be acquired within AP or DP
• Redemptions of T Os can be considered in determining whether
90% threshold is met (not certain for 336(e) Election
• Liquidations of Ts EI can be included as purchased EI

• T’s “pure” preferred EI (non-voting; not-participating) is
excluded from EI / ignored
• Does not include EI acquired in carry over basis
transactions
• Corporate organization under IRC§ 351
• Corporate reorganizations under IRC§ 368, including IRC§§ 354,
355, or 356
• BUT, IRC§ 355(d)(2) and (e)(2) can apply (since those provisions
cause gain recognition – Anti Morris Trust rules)
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• Related party issues

• Does not include EI acquired from related parties of P
• Relatedness is determined under IRC§ 318(a)
• Except (a)(4) i.e. options
• Interestingly, related party prohibition not in IRC§ 336(e) statute but is
in regulation
• For 336(e) Election purposes only, Pshp attribution rules modified to
exclude partners owning less than 5% of Pshp

• Relatedness is tested immediately after the last disposition

• Consider rollover ramifications for Pshp P in 336(e)
Election context (i.e. O obtains equity in P)

• O and Pshp P are related if, immediately after the transfer, EI
owned by O is treated as owned by Pshp or vice versa.
• For example, O exchanges T stock for cash plus 10% of Pshp P -no 336(e) Election allowed (O and Pshp P are related)
• If O directly retains such 10% of T, then assuming LLC has 80% or
more of T, 336(e) Election is available
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• Foreign Ps or Ts ?
• Ps can be foreign in all cases
• Of course, if T is SCorp, and desire for New T to remain
as SCorp, then no foreign O allowed

• Ts can only be foreign for purposes of Regular
Election
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• Ability to amortize intangibles (goodwill, etc.) under IRC§ 197 is key
benefit of any trade or business acquisition,
• IRC§ 197 anti-churn rules, however, can prevent this
• General Rule, if:
• Relevant intangible assets (e.g. goodwill) were used or held by T during “taint” period
(July 25, 1991 to August 10, 1993), and
• Acquirer of the intangibles is “related” to T, then
• No IRC§ 197 amortization

• Note: Anti-churn rules also apply if:
• User of property does not change as a result of the transaction
• But, Old T and New T are not the same person for these purposes

• Particular problem under IRC§ 338:
• Typically seen with goodwill (to the extent existed during taint period)
• P could be deemed related to T before or after the final acquisition that
constitutes a QSP or QSD
• Percent of relationship IRC§§ 267 and 707 is dropped from 50% to 20% under IRC§
197(f)
• Determined immediately before sale of intangibles

• Not clear under 336(e) Election regulations that anti-churn applies
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• In general:

• Seek to eliminate gaming of consolidated group stock basis
rules
• Seek to eliminate cherry-picking of basis step-up in certain
of T’s assets

• Old regulatory rules:

• Much more broad and draconian
• Could create deemed Elections in unfortunate
circumstances

• New regulatory rules much narrower

• Also, less severe if applied – requires carry-over basis
(“COB”) if applicable but no “forced” Election
• Applies when P purchases certain assets of T during CP,
then purchases T in a QSP for which no Election is made
• But, consider alternative structures to avoid carry over
basis
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• Basic fact pattern:

• Parent owns T stock, a consolidated subsidiary
• P purchases asset X from T with adjusted basis of 10 and FV of 50
• Parent increases basis in T stock by 40 under consolidated
accounting basis adjustment rules
• P later purchases T in a QSP within same CP, but no (h)(10) Election
is made
• Result:
• Consistency rules triggered
• P is required to utilize carry over basis of 10 in asset X
• Under prior regulations, an (h)(10) Election would have been required

• Takeaways:

• Due diligence - Evaluate all transactions between P and T, and P and
T affiliates, during CP
• If some pick-and-choose is necessary or desirable, check for
potential avoidance transactions
• See PLR 201213013 – may avoid through bifurcated transaction
using partnership
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• Regular and (h)(10) Election was only available
for single P, and required P be an FTC
• But, members of affiliated group treated as single P

• The IRC§ 336(e) regulations
• For the first time: Non-FTC Ps allowed (individuals,
Pshps, FTCs)
• Multiple Ps and combinations of types of Ps allowed
• Also 336(e) Election allow in otherwise non-sale
transaction – taxable distributions
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• Generally – T indebtedness will be included in AGUB and
ADSP, and ADADP
• Specific liabilities:
• Tax liabilities

• Federal tax liabilities relevant only in Regular Election circumstance
(where New T assumes)
• But consider state tax liabilities which will be borne by T where (h)(10)
or 336(e) Election is not recognized locally

• Other liabilities

• Generally taken into account in accordance with general tax principles
regarding whether a liability exists and is deemed assumed or
discharged in the DAP
• Cash basis T –
• Deductible accounts payable
• Common issues is whose deduction is it ? T or T’s O

• Contingent purchase price - taken into account when amount is
known
• Contingent liabilities - only taken into account when fixed and
determinable under relevant law
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• Validity of S election
• Always a concern for SCorp and its Os
• If an (h)(10) or 336(e) Election for an SCorp T is contemplated, the concern is
heightened

• Problem: An (h)(10) or 336(e) Election for an SCorp T will be invalid if S
election is invalid
• Inadvertent terminations of S elections are legion
• The consequences would be horrendous particularly given extended time before
discovered
• A later ruling for inadvertent termination may not be appealing

• Takeaways:
• P must examine a SCorp T to ensure viability of S election
• But, can you ever be sure except in the most pristine circumstances ?
• Consider obtaining certification from IRS as to SCorp status (but only PLR will provide
concrete comfort)
• Consider post-closing covenants from Os of SCorp T to agree to cooperate if the issue
arises
•
•

Who has control over books, records, particularly those regarding the S election (things get
lost)
Consider covenants to require O of SCorp to alert P of any pre-AD or pre-DD audits

• Consider covenants and indemnities if S election turns out to be “bad”
•

Will a selling O ever agree to such covenants and indemnities, however?

• Consider post-closing but prompt and thorough review of S status with obligation of Os
to pay for ruling request if necessary
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• Installment sale / contingent purchase price

• Both are available under (h)(10) and 336(e) Election
transactions

• But, where T is an SCorp, be aware:

• Cash down payments can be taxed twice
• On sale of assets, and
• On deemed liquidation

• Issue comes from the basis allocation rules

• Gain created by cash received increases basis in O’s stock
• BUT, in deemed liquidation that basis is allocated between cash
and the installment obligation
• Result: Gain recognized on cash distribution since basis in cash
less than face value

• Solutions:

• 1-day notes – cash paid after AD
• Avoid cash on hand in SCorp on deemed liquidation day
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• O of T SCorp that retains EI does not recognize
gain or loss with respect to T shares
• However,
• T is still treated as disposing all of its assets,
• Any resulting gain passes through to all Os of T,
including those that retained EI

• Also – even non-selling O of T SCorp must join in
election
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• If Election is made for T, then Elections can be made for
subsidiary T’s

• Selected T-subs or all T-subs
• But, Election must be made for T before Election can be made for
any T-Sub

• Be aware of consistency and other rules when buying T-Subs or
assets of T-Subs
• Consistency rules can cause carryover basis for purchased or
deemed purchased assets

• Calculation of ADSP, ADADP and AGUB occurs in a top-down
manner

• Be aware of problems with allocation of AGUB where T-Sub liabilities
and assets are held in separate T-Subs – strange results
• Can cause allocation of basis to assets less than FV
• Pre acquisition reorganizations may be necessary

• See Example 6 for comprehensive illustration of purchase of
affiliated group T with both domestic and foreign T-Subs
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• IRC§ 338 Elections provide opportunity and traps in the foreign
context
• The (h)(10)/336(e) Elections
• NOT available with regard to Ts that are foreign corporations
• But could be available with regard to Ts that have foreign T-Subs
• The foreign T-Subs could qualify for the Regular Election (see below)
• Caution: Consistency rules can apply where foreign subsidiaries of domestic T/FTC are
CFCs

• The Regular Election in some circumstances is available for T’s that
are foreign corporations
• Can usually be made without any US or foreign tax consequences
• Also washes out foreign E&P and allows clean start
• Resets basis of foreign corporation’s assets for future E&P calculation
purposes (but see IRC§ 901(m) for certain adverse foreign tax credit result)
• TCJA changes require rethinking of foreign opportunities (and traps)
• GILTI tax planning – asset base can be stepped up at no cost

• No: Foreign corporation as a selling Parent or O is generally ok
• But, if T is SCorp this could never be the case
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• Income/franchise taxes
• Consider whether state piggybacks on or ignores Elections
• States come down all over the place on this

• Sales/use tax issues
•
•
•
•

Is deemed asset sale treated as real sale ?
Is there exemption from bulk sale? (usually)
Is there casual sale exception (some states, like Colorado, do not have one)
Compare regular sales tax to other taxes, such as motor vehicle

• General stock purchase versus asset purchase issues
• Assess difficulty of asset transfer versus stock transfer
• Possible legal or practical prohibition on asset transfers

• Ability to quantify T’s liabilities
• Acquisition of stock means implied assumption/taking subject to T’s
liabilities, known and unknown
• Representation, warranties, and indemnities by selling Os are only so
comforting
• Known liabilities might be specifically assumed by O/Parent – but is novation
available
• Consolidated return rules – T may have lingering liability for consolidated
taxes
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• Other common issues no matter form of
transaction
• Non-competes, etc.
• Use of and limitations on representations, warranties,
and indemnities
• Require selling O indemnity agreements
• Tax representations and indemnities more critical

• Necessary agreement of Os to make election
• Consider means of securing unanimous shareholder
consent
• Consider reverse cash merger treated as purchase of
T’s EI for which Elections may be available
• Mechanics of shareholder consent
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• Regular Election
• Evaluation is self-contained within T (is there NOL?)
• No impact on O – simply an EI sale

• Election is indicated where:
• T has unused net operating losses, capital losses or tax credit carryovers that
will reduce or eliminate DAP tax
• T has non‐depreciable built‐in loss property and depreciable built‐in gain
property
• Gains/losses will offset
• Depreciable property will get basis step-up

• Election not indicated where:
• Significant step-down of asset basis will occur
• Still, must consider Target’s situation in light of other considerations listed
above

• Foreign context - still valuable where:
• Foreign corporation T – may be useful for foreign effective tax rate planning
• Domestic T has foreign corporation subsidiaries (see later discussion)

• Takeaway – Regular Election usually not viable post-TRA 86 due to tax
costs borne by New T
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Requires broader evaluation
• O is very much affected (pays the tax on asset sale)
• Difference between O’s tax basis in T stock and T’s basis
in its assets is paramount
• If O EI basis is higher than T’s basis in assets, O will tend to
disfavor Election
• If T basis in assets higher than O basis in T’s EI tend to favor
Elections

• Possible gain/income character differences
• O who is non-FTC is sensitive to capital/ordinary rate difference
• O tends to disfavor Elections where they would cause recognition
of ordinary income (inventory; recapture)
• If T is SCorp consider possible IRC§ 1374 built-in gain tax
• TCJA - Lowered marginal rates make ordinary income more
tolerable (or taxes easier to pay for in purchase price adjustment)
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• T has100K non-tax liabilities
• T’s net FV 900K on any day during AP
• Gross FV of T assets during AP is 1M
• 250K capital assets (IRC§ 197 intangibles); 500K tangible personal
property; 250K inventory

• T’s net FV is 500K on any date prior to AP
• Gross FV of T assets on any day prior to AP: 600K
• 200K capital assets; 200K tangible personal property; 200K inventory

• O’s cost of sale = 50K
• P’s cost of purchase = 75K
• T’s corporate level tax liability, if any, on AD as calculated from other
assumed facts.
• Each class of assets have tax basis of 100K at all times.
• Marginal tax rates:
• CCorp is 21%
• Non-CCorp 37%
• Capital gain is 20% for non-FTC taxpayer
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• Parent of consolidated group sells first–tier
subsidiary T
• QSP of 80% RPS on Day 366; 10% non-RPS Day
1; 10% of EI remains outstanding
• What if T has wholly-owned consolidated
subsidiary, T-1 ? See Example 6
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Parent
CCorp

P
CCorp

P cost basis in RPS = 795K [(.80 x 900) + 75K (P’s cost of
purchase)]

T’s EI
Liquidat
e
IRC§332

Old T
CCorp / Sub

Parent’s amount realized on RPS sale = 720K (irrelevant)

$$
Assets

P purchase price and Parent’s amount realized for non‐RPS = .10 x
500K = 50 K

New T

ADSP = 950K [900K G(720K/.80)) + 100K (T’s L) + 0 (T’s taxes) ‐ 50K
(Parent’s cost of sale)]
T’s Gain = 650K [950M (ADSP) – 300K (T’s basis in assets)]
Recognized in O Parent’s consolidated return
AGUB = 1.025M [800 G(720K/(.80+.10)) + 50K (non‐RPS basis) +
100K (T’s L) + 75K (P’s cost of purchase)]
AGUB Allocation
250K ‐ Class IV: Stock in trade or other property properly included
in T’s inventory
500K ‐ Class V: All assets other than assets in the other classes,
including the stock of target affiliates.
275K (residual) ‐ Class VII: Goodwill and going‐concern value
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•
•
•
•

Same as EX1 except:
T is SCorp
P is CCorp
100% QSP on single day (no non-RPS)
• CCorp cannot own any EI prior to AD

• What happens if QSP is made of only 90% of T’s EI on
day 1, and 10% on Day 364 ?
• S election is voided
• Non-Selling O becomes CCorp shareholder
• No Election other than Regular Election is available upon
AD (Day 364) since is not an SCorp or consolidated or
affiliated with a Parent
• Don’t try this at home
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O
Individuals

$$

P
CCorp

T’s EI

Assets

P cost basis in RPS 975K [900K + 75K (P’s cost of purchase)]
O amount realized in RPS = 900K (irrelevant)

Liquidate

Old T
SCorp

P purchase price; O amount realized in RPS = 900K

New T
CCorp*
*by default

ADSP = 950K [900K G(900K/1.0)) + 100K (T’s L) + 0 (T’s taxes) ‐ 50K
(O’s cost of sale)]
T’s Gain = 650K [950M (ADSP) – 300K (T’s basis in assets)]
AGUB = 1,075M [900K G (900K/1.0) + 0K (non‐RPS basis) + 100K
(T’s L) + 75K (P’s cost of purchase)]
AGUB Allocation in New T
250K ‐ Class IV: Stock in trade or other property properly included
in T’s inventory
500K ‐ Class V: All assets other than assets in the other classes,
including the stock of target affiliates.
325K (residual) ‐ Class VII: Goodwill and going‐concern value
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•
•
•
•

T is SCorp and an LLC (that checked the box)
P consists of multiple parties that are FTC and non-FTC
100% QSD occurs on single AD
Ps do not check the box for T; T thus continues as an Pshp
• If all Ps were qualifying SCorp shareholders, then New T could elect to be
SCorp

• What if S election T is bad, discovered post-transaction?
• No step-up in asset basis for P
• Terrible result for O’s (deemed sale by CCorp, then distribution of proceeds
as dividend; no capital gains – and that’s just the acquisition year – prior
years are wrecked)

• What if P’s due diligence discloses shaky S election pre-transaction ?
• Some inadvertent termination transaction in the entity history occurred
• What to do besides switching to asset purchase ? Is there time to get a ruling
? Is the deal dead ?
• Points out the need for care and nurturing of T’s S election
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O
Individuals

$$

P‐1
CCor
p

P‐2
Non‐
FTC

T’s EI

Assets

Ps’ cost basis in RDS 975K [900K + 75K (P’s cost of purchase)]
O amount realized in RDS = 900K

Liquidate

Old T
SCorp/LLC

Ps’ purchase price; O amount realized in RDS = 900K

New T
Pshp*/LLC
*by default

ADADP = 950K [900K G(900K/1.0)) + 100K (T’s L) + 0 (T’s taxes) ‐
50K (O’s cost of sale)]
T’s Gain = 650K [950M (ADSP) – 300K (T’s basis in assets)]
AGUB = 1,075M [900K G (900K/1.0) + 0K (non‐RPS basis) + 100K
(T’s L) + 75K (P’s cost of purchase)]
AGUB Allocation in New T
250K ‐ Class IV: Stock in trade or other property properly included
in T’s inventory
500K ‐ Class V: All assets other than assets in the other classes,
including the stock of target affiliates
325K (residual) ‐ Class VII: Goodwill and going‐concern value
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• Same as preceding example except:
• Only Os holding 90% of T’s EI sale to Ps
• “Left-behind” O (“O-LB”) stays on with 10% interest of
T
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O
Individuals
(except O‐LB)

$$

O‐LB
Ind.

T’s EI

P‐1
CCor
p

P‐2

Ps’ purchase price; Selling Os amount realized in RDS = 720K

Non‐
FTC

Ps’ cost basis in RDS 795K [720K + 75K (P’s cost of purchase)]
Selling Os amount realized in QSD = 720K

Liquidate

10%

Old T
SCorp/LLC

Assets

90%

New T
Pshp*/LLC

ADADP = 950 [900K G(720K/.90)) + 100K (T’s L) + 0 (T’s taxes) ‐
50K (O’s cost of sale)]
T’s Gain = 650K [950M (ADADP) – 300K (T’s basis in assets)]
AGUB = 1,075M [900K G (900K/1.0) + 0K (non‐RDS basis) + 100K
(T’s L) + 75K (P’s cost of purchase)]

*by default
AGUB Allocation in New T – Same as prior example
What happens to O‐LB
Sale of T EI is ignored
But, recognizes proportionate share of gain (65K)
Becomes partner in New T / Pshp
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• [No Graphics]
• 336(e) – Parent CCorp spins off consolidated T in
putative IRC§ 355
• For some reason, IRC§ 355 is blown (fails E&P device
test?)
• BUT, Parent has made protective 336(e) Election
• Thus, at least the spin comes with basis step-up via the
336(e) Election

• Takeaways:
• Consider situations where a protective Election will be of
benefit
• E.g. - Intended tax-free reorganizations that, for some
reason, fail
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• Parent of consolidated group desires to sell first–tier
subsidiary T
• T has two businesses A&B; each worth 100K

• Parent basis in T stock is 140K (thus 60K inherent gain in stock)
• Basis in business A assets = 50K (thus 50K of inherent gain if
sold)
• Basis in business B assets = 0K (thus 100K of inherent gain if
sold)

• If (h)(10) Election made upon QSP of T’s EI, gain is 150K
• DAP gain significantly greater than stock sale with no (h)(10)
Election
• Gross-up payment to Parent likely too great to make the deal

• Is there another way to achieve at least some basis stepup, but not increase consideration to Parent ?
• Maybe – see next slide
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• Alternative - Ps form LLC to use as P that is a Pshp (needs at least 2
Ps)
• LLC then buys business A (outright or via special purpose T-Sub) resulting in
50K gain to Parent
• Parent steps up basis in T stock by 50K
• Parent sells T to LLC resulting in 10K gain
• Calculation of T stock basis after sale of business A
• 140K less 100K cash received on sale of A business,
• Plus 50K basis increase upon sale of A business

• Outcome: Parent recognizes same 60K gain as pure T EI sale; BUT, P
ends up with 100K basis step
• Do consistency rules apply to require Parent to take COB in business
A assets ?
• NO - because consistency rules only apply where purchaser is FTC
• In this example, however, P is an LLC classified as a Pshp
• See PLR 201213013 where IRS blessed this transaction

• Note: Transaction is not “perfect” replacement since business A is a
true asset transfer
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Parent
CCorp

$$

P
Pshp‐LLC

T’s EI

T
CCorp / Sub

Bus
A

Bus
B

Bus A
Assets

T Stock
w/
Busines
sB

Bus
A

P purchase price of Bus A is 100;
Parent gain is 50
P basis in A assets is 100
P purchase price of T (with Bus B) is 100
Parent gain is 10
P basis in T assets is zero
Compare:
If T stock sold with no 338(h)(10) Election
Parent gain is 60
P basis in A and B assets is 50

T Stock
If T stock sold with 338(h)(10) Election
Parent gain is 150

Bus
B
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EX 6 (h)(10) Election – Includes FTC &
CFC subsidiaries – Graphic 1
Parent
Parent
CCorp
CCorp

$$

Assume no Election Made:
Parent gain on sale of T ‘s RPS = 650K (900K – 200K (basis) –
50K(cost of sale)

P
CCorp

P cost basis in T’s RPS = 975K [(900K + 75K(cost of purchase) (non‐
recoverable until sale of T‐1 or T‐2 EI)]

T’s EI

T
CCorp / Sub

T‐1
CCorp

T basis in T‐1 and T‐2; and T‐1’s and T‐2’s basis in their assets
remain the same; as will tax attributes

T
CCorp / Sub

T‐2
CFC

T‐1
CCorp

T‐2
CFC
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EX 6 (h)(10) Election – Includes FTC &
CFC subsidiaries – Graphic 2
Parent
Parent
CCorp
CCorp

T’s EI
Ignored

Assume (h)(10) Election for T (only)
ADSP = 950K [900K (G(900K/1.00)) + 100K (T’s L) + 0 (T’s taxes) ‐
50K (Parent’s cost of sale)]

P
CCorp

T’s gain passed through to Parent = 750K [950M (ADSP) – 200K
(basis in T‐1 and T‐2)]
Gain differential from Graphic 2 due to assumed liability
included in ADSP

(h)(10)
Election

Old T
CCorp / Sub

$$

New T
CCorp / Sub

AGUB = 1,075M [900 G(900K/1.0) + 100K (T’s L) + 75K (P’s cost of
purchase)]

Deemed
Sale of
T subs

T‐1
CCorp

T‐2
CFC

T‐1
CCorp

T‐2
CFC

AGUB Allocation
500K to each of T‐1 and T‐2 EI – (Class V: All assets other than
assets in the other classes, including the stock of target affiliates;
not in excess of FV)
75K ‐ Residual intangible ‐ Class VII: Goodwill and going‐concern
value (note that costs of purchase created goodwill)
T‐1 and T‐2’s basis in their assets and other tax attributes remain
the same.
Is additional gain/tax worth the Election ?
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EX 6 (h)(10) Election – Includes FTC &
CFC subsidiaries – Graphic 3
Assume (h)(10) Election for T and T‐1
ADSP for Old T = 950K [900K (G(900K/1.00)) + 100K (T’s L) + 0 (T’s taxes) ‐ 50K
(Parent’s cost of sale)]

Parent
Parent
CCorp
CCorp

P
CCorp

T’s Gain from sale of T‐2 passed through to Parent:
375K [475k (1/2 of ADSP) – 100K (basis in T‐2)]
Note: some portion of gain could be converted to dividend due to IRC§ 1248

(h)(10)
Election

T’s Gain from sale of T‐1 passed through to Parent = 0K (ignored)

$$

Old T
CCorp / Sub

T‐2/s EI

New T
CCorp / Sub
(h)(10)
Election

OldT‐
1
CCorp

New
T‐1
CCorp

T‐2
CFC

T‐2
CFC

T‐1’s Gain on sale of assets passed through to T, then to Parent:
375K [475 (1/2 of ADSP) – 100K (basis in T‐1’s assets)]
Total gain to Parent = $750K
AGUB = 1,075M [900 G(900K/1.0) + 100K (T’s L) + 75K (P’s cost of purchase)]
AGUB Allocation
537.5K to T‐1 assets – (thereafter, 500K to Class V: All assets other than assets
in the other classes, including depreciable property; 37.5K to Class VII Goodwill)
537.5K to T‐2 EI – (Class V: All assets other than assets in the other classes,
including the stock of target affiliates; includes)
T‐2’s basis in its assets and other tax attributes remains the same.

$$
T‐1
Assets
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EX 6 (h)(10) Election – Includes
FTC & CFC subsidiaries – Graphic 4
Assume (h)(10) Election for T and T‐1; Regular Election for T‐2

Parent
Parent
CCorp
CCorp

P
CCorp

(h)(10)
Election
$$

Old T
CCorp / Sub

T‐2/s EI

New T
CCorp / Sub
(h)(10)
Election

OldT‐
1
CCorp

New T‐
1
CCorp

T‐2
CFC

Results are the same as in EX 6, Graphic 3 except:
T‐2’s basis in its assets stepped‐up for US purposes
In calculating future E&P in T‐2, for US purposes, step‐up is
recognized and utilized
Likely, no gain recognized by T‐2 on account of DAP; Election ignored
under foreign law, BUT
Subpart F income could be created
GILTI income could be created
T‐2’s other tax attributes are eliminated (E&P)

Regular
Election

T‐2
CFC

$$
T‐1
T‐1
Assets
Assets
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• Form of Transaction

• Parent distributes 100% of T’s EI to its unrelated
shareholders in a transaction that does not qualify under
IRC§ 355
• Parent’s Shareholders treated as receiving a distribution
under IRC§ 301
• Assume no T liabilities or costs of sale/purchase

• Outcome / Deemed Transactions

• Old T sells all its assets to an New T in exchange for the
ADADP of $1M
• New T acquires all the assets from Old T for the AGUB of
$1M
• Old T liquidates into Parent immediately after the DAP
• Parent purchases 100% of New T EI from an unrelated
person, then

• Distributes such EI to its shareholders
• But, no further gain recognized on distribution (value =s basis)
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EX 7 336(e) Election – Taxable Spin‐Off
– Graphic
Step 1
&2

Step 3

Shareholders

Step 4

Shareholders

Parent
CCorp

Shareholders

Parent
CCorp

Parent
CCorp

Distributes
100% New
T EI

Liquidates
$$

Old T

New T

Old T

T‐2/s EI

New T
80
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• Form of Transaction
• Same as preceding example

• Outcome / Deemed Transactions
• Similar to preceding example, but
• T sells all its assets to an unrelated person in
exchange for the ADADP of $1M – and no losses can
be recognized
• T acquires all the assets from an unrelated person for
the AGUB of $1M
• T does NOT liquidate
• Parent distributes 100% of T EI to its shareholders
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• Form of Transaction

• SCorp T is owned by passive Os and manager Os, 90% and
10% respectively
• P, a Pshp formed by investors, desires to purchase all of T
and allow manager Os to remain in
• P purchases 90% of T’s EI and O managers contribute their
EI to Pshp (tax free contribution to Pshp)
• Assume no T liabilities or costs of sale/purchase

• Outcome / Deemed Transactions

• Bad - NO 336(e) Election is available – Pshp is deemed
related to O managers (O managers now own >5% of Pshp;
O managers owned 10% of T
• Bad - NO (h)(10) Election available – P is not an FTC

• How to Fix ? – O’s managers just need to retain their
10%
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EX 8 336(e) Election – Related
Party – Graphic 1
Non‐Mgt
Os

Former
Mgt Os

New
Investors

Mgt Os

10%

90%
Acquired by purchase
90%

10%

Acquired by contribution

P ‐ Pshp
100%

Target
SCorp

Target
SCorp

NO 336(e) Election
or (h)(10) Election
Allowed
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EX 8 336(e) Election – Related
Party – Graphic 2
Non‐Mgt
Os

Former
Mgt Os

New
Investors

Mgt Os

90%
Acquired by purchase
90%

10%

P ‐ Pshp
100%

Old T
SCorp

New T
SCorp

10%

Retained

336(e) Election is
Allowed
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• Kimbell-Diamond Milling Co. v. Comm’r., 187 F.2d
718 (5th Cir. 1951)

• Facts: Involved an attempt by taxpayer to achieve carryover
basis treatment on the use of involuntary conversion
proceeds by purchasing stock, instead of assets, of
corporate T.
• Held: Acquisition of all T stock followed by liquidation was
deemed asset purchase

• Did IRC§ 338 eliminate Kimball-Diamond ?

• Uncertain
• Possible continuing application in EI purchase that is less
than QSP (or QSD)

• Takeaway:

• Don’t give up on a DAP where IRC§ 338 QSP or IRC§
336(e) QSD requirements not otherwise met
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• President signed H.R. 1 (PL No. 115-97) - December 22, 2017
•
•
•
•

Known as the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 (“TCJA”)
Generally effective January 1, 2018 (but many exceptions)
“The Internal Revenue Code of 2017, as [soon to be] amended”?
Most significant U.S. tax code revision since Tax Reform Act of 1986

• Personal, corporate, pass-through, and foreign changes
•
•
•
•

Marginal tax rates cut (especially for FTCs)
Move to quasi-territorial foreign tax system
Many deductions curtailed (even eliminated in some cases)
BUT, existing deductions in business arena are enhanced

• Relevance to deemed or actual asset acquisitions:

• IRC§ 338 was NOT altered, BUT
• “Enhanced” capital cost recovery deductions allowed for acquired
assets
• Old & new planning under stepped up basis transactions –
“deemed” asset purchases
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• IRC§ 179 enhancement and expansion (permanent):

• Increased annual capital cost write-off amount from $500K
to $1M
• IRC§ 179 phaseout threshold increased from $2M to
$2.5M
• Inflation indexing for these amounts post-2018 (as well as
luxury vehicle allowance)

• IRC§ 179 is still limited to annual taxable income
(compare IRC§ 168 bonus depreciation)
• Applies to otherwise qualified, tangible personal
property with 20 year or less class life
• BUT, now applies to used, as well as new, property
(All property acquired in a business acquisition is “used”)

• Includes off-the-shelf software
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Now applies to expanded class of real property related
assets*:

• Tangible personal property used in lodging (hotel) business now
qualifies (3 to 20 year recovery period property) (a type of
“residential” property) nonetheless subject to IRC§ 179)
• Qualified improvement property (“QIP”) – essentially
nonresidential real property improvements
• A single category of improvements made to nonresidential real property
• Generally intended to be 15 year recovery property
• Replaces and includes what was previously in the prior three-part
classification - qualified leasehold improvements, restaurant property and
retail improvement property, as well as QIP under prior law
• Includes new and used property

• Must be put in service by the taxpayer after the building initially placed
in service

• Now includes most nonresidential property internal
improvements (except internal structural components, elevators,
and escalators)
• Also expanded to include roofs; hvac equipment; fire alarm and
security systems
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IRC§ 168 bonus depreciation - 100% (temporary)
• 100% bonus depreciation - year 1 write off of qualified
property (was 50% under prior law)
• Used property now qualifies (property acquired in a
trade or business acquisition)
• Qualified property includes
• Most tangible personal property (as before)
• But, now also includes
• Film, television and live theatrical productions
• Certain nut and fruit bearing plants
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• Drafting errors
• QIP was intended to be included in bonus
depreciation
• BUT, TCJA drafting error failed to classify QIP as 15 year
property (which would have made QIP eligible for bonus
depreciation)
• Thus, 39 year recovery period under MACRS applies and no
bonus depreciation unless and until technical correction
• Small window to utilize bonus depreciation for such
property (except qualified restaurant property) placed in
service from September 28, 2017 to December 31, 2017
• Effective dates – Generally applies for property placed in
service from September 28, 2017 to December 31, 2023
• IRS confirmed in recently released regulations that they
could NOT fix the error by regulation
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• Capital expenditures for tangible personal property are
much more favorably treated – accelerated tax write-off
• “Used” assets acquired in trade or business acquisitions
are more “tax valuable” - now qualified under IRC§ 179
and IRC§ 168 bonus depreciation rules
• BUT, beware of drafting error with regard to nonresidential QIP
• Technical corrections pending, but difficult political environment

• Deemed asset purchases under IRC§ 338 are now more
attractive (if otherwise appropriate)
• Intangible-heavy targets (“Ts”) are not as favored (IRC§
197 still only allows 15 year straight line amortization)
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Other TCJA changes can be expected to prompt M&A
activity and favor actual asset purchase or DAP
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Corporate rate decrease from 35% to 21%
Corporate alternative minimum tax repealed
Individual rate decrease (relevant to SCorp or Pshp)
New IRC§ 199A – Deduction for pass-through qualified
business income (simplification ?)
Foreign derived intangible income (“FDII”) – taxed 13.25%
for CCorp
Global intangible low taxed income (“GILTI”) – semi subpart
F provision - taxed at 10% for CCorp (temporary)
Similar tax reduction for GILTI even though earned by
individual, due to IRC§ 199A
One time repatriation tax on foreign E&P –8% on illiquid
assets; 15.5% on liquid asset
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• Lower rates may make some ordinary gain/income
recognition more palatable to seller

• DAP creates ordinary income in many cases
• Will at least reduce gross-up to purchaser to make seller whole

• GILTI tax rate may apply to income triggered by Regular
Election for foreign target CFC (21% on tax sale, versus
13.25% on GILTI inclusion)
• Perhaps fosters conversion to Pshp from CCorp (because
CCorp is still susceptible to double-layer of taxation)
• Capital gain rate structure untouched
• Lower rates for CCorps reduce tax benefit of tax write-offs
(for example, depreciation)
• Deemed repatriation at low tax rates – increase cash
stockpiles (M&A war chests) of US CCorps (or their
shareholders through stock buy-backs
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Thank you!
Questions ?
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The following slides contain terms and abbreviations, and their
definitions, that are used throughout the accompanying presentation
this document is a supplement to the main presentation document
of a webinar entitled "IRC Section 336(e), S Corporation Targets,
Basis Step‐Up Treatment for Qualified Stock Dispositions."
These terms and abbreviations are defined typically in the context
where they first appear.
In most cases, the terms and abbreviations are identical or very
similar to those used in the relevant statutes and regulations. In
some cases, however, they are of the author’s own invention for
pedagogical purposes.
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•

AD – the “acquisition date” – the date on which P closes an EI acquisitive transaction and, as a result, owns
at least 80% of the vote and value of T which was acquired during the AP; i.e. a QSP

•

ADADP – The “aggregate deemed asset disposition price” relevant under the IRC§ 336(e) Election
•
•

Used to determine O’s amount realized in the DAP
Effectively the same as ADSP

•

AGUB – means “adjusted grossed up basis,” which is the calculated tax basis of the assets deemed
purchased in a DAP

•

ADSP – the “adjusted deemed sales price” calculated in the case of the Regular or (h)(10) Elections to
determine O’s amount realized

•

AP – the acquisition period, is the 12-month period during which the P acquires EI qualifying as a QSP or
QSD

•

BAT – a “basis adjustment transaction” which occurs in:
•
•
•

An actual direct acquisition of the assets of a trade or business where the tax bases of T’s assets are adjusted (up or
down)
An acquisition where IRC§ 1060 applies is a BAT
A DAP under the Elections causes a BAT

•

CFC – a “controlled foreign corporation” - generally a foreign corporation more than 50% owned by US
shareholders (beware of new principles under TCJA)

•

COB – means “carry over basis” which, for tax purposes, generally means a sale, exchange, or distribution
transaction that does not result in a tax basis adjustment to the transferred or acquired property, or both

•

CP – means the “consistency period” which is effectively the three year period beginning one year before the
AP
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•

DAP – a “deemed asset purchase” arising from any of the Elections, which means:
•
•
•
•

EI of T is acquired in a QSP or QSD;
The assets of the T are treated as sold
and
A BAT is triggered

•

DD – the “disposition date” in context of 336(e) Disposition – the date on which EI acquisitive or
distribution transaction occurs and, as a result, at least 80% of the vote and value of T which was dispose
during the DP; i.e. a QSD

•

DP –in the context of 336(e) Election, is the 12-month period as of the end of which the P acquires by
purchase or distribution EI qualifying as a QSD

•

EI – “equity interests” of T that represent either voting rights and/or value
•
•
•
•

•

Will be actual corporate stock if T is a state law corporation
But, T may be some other form of entity such as LLC, LP, or GP, that “checked the box” to be an CCorp or SCorp
Thus EI could be membership or partnership interests instead of corporate stock
Certain debt-like preferred EI are ignored (non-voting; non-participating)

Election – any one of the following elections:
•
•

Regular Election – a “regular” election under IRC§ 338(g)
(h)(10) Election – a specific type of election under subsection (h)(10), of IRC§ 338, only available or applicable where:
•
•

•

T is an FTC subsidiary of another FTC , which is or could be consolidated; OR
T is a FTC that is an electing S corporation

336(e) Election - an Election available in circumstances where the Regular or (h)(10) Elections are not available
because one or more of the following is true:
•
•
•

P is a non-FTC (Pshp or individuals)
Multiple Ps
EI of T is distributed (not sold) by Parent
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• EPA – means “equity purchase agreement,” the primary agreement under which the EI of a T
is sold
• FV – means fair value, which is typically equal to the deemed sale or purchase price under a
DAP
• FTC – an entity that is a “federal tax corporation” (by check the box election or default)
•
•
•

CCorp – an FTC that is a not an SCorp
SCorp – an FTC that is an electing small business corporation (“S” corporation) under IRC§1362(a)
Non-FTC - an entity that is not an FTC, including an Pshp or individual

• Pshp – a non-FTC classified as a federal tax partnership due to no check-the-box election
being made with regard to an otherwise “eligible entity”
• New T – the fictional deemed purchaser of Old T’s assets in a DAP - a common model under
the Elections
• O – the original owner(s) of T’s EI who sells or distributes EI to P in a QSP or QSD; the term
Parent is used alternatively where it is relevant that the O be a FTC
• Old T – Effectively the same as T, which is the fictional deemed seller of T’s assets in a DAP
• P – the purchaser(s) or distributee of T’s EI from O
•
•

Under IRC§ 338 must be domestic FTC
Under IRC§ 336(e), can be essentially any type of taxpayer
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• Parent – an FTC that is an O of a T which is:
•
•
•

Itself an FTC, and
That is affiliated or a consolidated subsidiary of Parent
Affiliation or consolidation means Parent owns at least 80% of the EI of T representing vote and
value (see IRC§ 1504(a))

• QAE – means “qualified acquired stock” which is EI acquired in a QSD or QSP when the
difference between the two does not matter for illustration purposes
• QIP – means a new class of property defined under TCJA which essentially describes
nonresidential commercial real property improvements
• QSD – a “qualified stock disposition” (a 336(e) Election concept)
•
•
•

A taxable disposition by O of EI of a FTC representing at least 80% of the vote and value of that FTC
Only considers EI disposed within the AP (RDS)
The same threshold of ownership which would allow tax consolidation under IRC§ 1504(e)

• QSP – a “qualified stock purchase” (a Regular and (h)(10) Election concept)
•
•
•

A taxable purchase and acquisition of T’s EI by a P, which EI represents at least 80% of the vote and
value of T
Only considers EI purchased within the AP (RPS)
The same threshold of ownership which would allow tax consolidation under IRC§ 1504(e)
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• RDS – “recently disposed stock” (relevant in 336(e) Election context)
• Consists of T’s EI purchased or distributed in the AP
• None-RDS – “non-recently disposed stock” meaning all other EI of T acquired
and held by P

• RPS – “recently purchased stock” (relevant in Regular and (h)(10)
Elections)
• Consists of T’s EI purchased in the AP
• None-RPS – “non-recently purchased stock” meaning all other EI of T
acquired and held by P

• T – a “target” which is an FTC whose EI is acquired by P from O in a
transaction for which an Election is available (QSP or QSD)
• T must be generally be a domestic FTC for purposes of all Elections
• But, a Regular Election is allowed for T that is a foreign corporation including
a CFCC

• TCJA – is the common name H.R. 1 (PL No. 115-97) - December 22,
2017, the “Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017”
End of Key Terms & Abbreviations
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